Comparing muscle strength and function between subjects differing in size, age, sex and possible motivation is a complex task. Many possible factors may contribute to the observed differences, including muscle size, histology, specific tension, agonist and antagonist muscle activation, internal and external joint leverage and tendon mechanical properties, some of which are difficult to measure directly or estimate from experimental measurements and require several simplifications and assumptions. Assessing these variables in children is even more complex as it is a time consuming process with ethical restrictions.

Most previous studies on the differences in strength between adults and children have concentrated only on differences in muscle size (e.g., 6,8,14–16) or have considered only a small selection of the other contributing factors mentioned above (e.g., 3,4,13,17,19,24). These studies have typically come to the conclusion that specific tension, an index of muscle quality, must increase together with the obvious increases in muscle bulk, or quantity, with maturation. However, two studies that quantified specific tension in adults and children reported contrasting findings; O’Brien et al. (23) found no difference between adults and children of either sex, while Morse et al. (20) found specific tension to be greater in boys than men. To understand the cause(s) of the observed differences in muscular performance between children and adults we require detailed studies that measure all possible contributing factors precisely, not estimations of a few at a time, as was recently proposed (5).

Robust hypotheses explaining some of the observed phenomena can be valuable in the absence of evidence, providing a basis for the design of rigorous experiments. Dotan et al. (7) have presented a hypothesis, that children recruit fast type II motor units to a lesser extent than adults. This hypothesis is founded on widely reported evidence that children recruit a lower proportion of their muscle during voluntary
contractions than adults (1,4,10,22) and extends it to incorporate the fundamental physiological principle of recruitment order (11). The hypothesis that activation deficit (as one of the many factors affecting muscle strength) is due to differential motor-unit activation is very plausible when considering the activation factor in itself but there are a number of points raised throughout the manuscript which warrant further discussion.

Dotan et al. state that the purpose of their review was to “establish that differential motor-unit activation can solely account for these [performance and metabolic] child-adult differences”, and later, as part of their hypothesis, they propose “that the child—adult muscle functional gap is due to children’s inability to recruit, or fully utilize, higher-threshold (type II) motor units to the extent typical of adults. Thus, we specifically point to type-II motor-unit utilization as being the compromised portion of children’s muscle function”. However, it is clear that there are numerous other variables that contribute to the observed adult-child differences, as discussed by the authors and in this commentary. While accounting for differences in activation, and possibly fiber type recruitment, is essential when explaining adult-child differences, it is by no means the “sole”, or even major, factor underlying the improved function of adults.

The use of appropriate normalization parameters when accounting for adult-child differences is of paramount importance, since irrelevant or crude estimates of muscle size can result in misleading conclusions. This is demonstrated by Barrett and Harrison (2) who, in spite of concerns raised by Dotan et al. regarding the shape of the force-velocity curve, show that it is muscle volume not cross-sectional area that more accurately explains adult-child differences in muscle power. Similarly, our group (21) showed body mass to be insufficient to account for differences in power during knee extension and jumping tasks, but these differences disappeared when power was normalized to MRI-measured muscle volume. This may have important consequences for performance assessments in power output tests such as the Wingate-Anaerobic-Test.

The authors cite evidence that lactate threshold occurs at a lower percentage of VO_{2max} or peak in adults compared with children (25,27), and use this to dismiss the potential role of motor-unit synchrony. This relies on the assumption that children are equally able to reach a true VO_{2max} or peak as are adults. Similarly, observations of different thresholds for fat vs. carbohydrate metabolism rely on true VO_{2peak} measurements. Given the doubts expressed by Dotan et al. and ourselves about children being able to fully activate their muscles it seems very likely that they may also not achieve true values of VO_{2max} or peak.

The reason why children are less able to voluntarily activate their muscles is unclear. There may be fundamental differences in the excitability of motor neurones affecting their recruitment or their frequency which leads to a failure to fully activate the muscle. However, we would like to propose that the difference arises from the fact that children may not have established the full motor pathways required to drive motor neurons to their maximal capacity. It seems very likely that the motor pathways develop and mature over time, probably reaching adult levels in early to mid teens. Specific training may hasten this process and the differences between trained and untrained children and the responses to training with regards to Q30 and increased strength without hypertrophy (as discussed by Dotan et al. under EMG-derived evidence and Training response) support this hypothesis.
The inability of children to fully activate their muscles might reflect a reduced drive to all motor units or, as suggested by Dotan et al., only preferentially the fast high threshold units. Undoubtedly, there is an adult-child difference in activation level and this impacts on the resulting force production. However, we have shown that by simply accounting for activation level, with no concern for differential fiber type recruitment, the difference in isometric strength between adults and children can be explained (23). This raises doubts over the necessity of the present expansion of the adult-child activation difference hypothesis. It is possible though that there may be a greater influence of fiber type differences during high speed dynamic contractions. This does not totally exclude the possibility that fast motor units are preferentially affected, but if they are, then they must have the same specific tension as the slow units. While it is widely believed that fast fibers are stronger than slow fibers (12,26) there are contradictory opinions on this point (18).
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